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	This IBM® Redbooks® publication provides overviews and pointers for information about the most current IBM System StorageTM products, showing how IBM delivers the right mix of products for nearly every aspect of business continuance and business efficiency. IBM System Storage products can help you store, safeguard, retrieve, and share your data.


	We cover the following topics:


	Part 1 describes disk products that include IBM System Storage DS® Series (entry-level, midrange, and enterprise offerings), IBM XIV® Storage System, IBM System Storage N Series, and the IBM Information Archive.


	Part 2 presents an overview of the IBM TotalStorage® and System Storage Tape Drives, IBM Tape Automation Products, and IBM Tape Virtualization Solutions Products.


	Part 3 describes storage networking infrastructure and presents the switches and directors to form SAN solutions. Also provided is an overview of the recently introduced IBM Ethernet switches and routers.


	Part 4 discusses the IBM System Storage software portfolio.


	Part 5 describes the z/OS® storage management software and tools.


	This book is intended as a reference for basic and comprehensive information about the IBM System Storage products portfolio. The book provides a starting point when establishing your own enterprise storage environment.
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JUNOS SecurityO'Reilly, 2010

	
		Junos® Security is the complete and authorized introduction to the new Juniper Networks SRX hardware series. This book not only provides a practical, hands-on field guide to deploying, configuring, and operating SRX, it also serves as a reference to help you prepare for any of the Junos Security Certification examinations...
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Pancreatitis and Its Complications (Clinical Gastroenterology)Humana Press, 2004

	Diseases of the pancreas have been extremely difficult to study. Until relatively recently, the pancreas was viewed by surgeons as an organ to be avoided, given its deep retroperitoneal location and the sometimes severe consequences of manipulation. Similar difficulties have plagued careful study of the pancreas. In humans, only inf- quently...
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Continuous-Time Markov Chains and Applications: A Two-Time-Scale Approach (Stochastic Modelling and Applied Probability)Springer, 2012

	This book gives a systematic treatment of singularly perturbed systems that naturally arise in control and optimization, queueing networks, manufacturing systems, and financial engineering. It presents results on asymptotic expansions of solutions of Komogorov forward and backward equations, properties of functional occupation measures,...
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Create Your Own DVDsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
I set out to write this book for one simple reason: I want you to have fun making your own movies with your camcorder and your PC. I want to help you get up to speed so that you can easily create movies that your friends and family will actually watch.

Although the title of this book might suggest that it is strictly for people who want...
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Management Intelligent Systems: Second International Symposium (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2013

	This symposium was born as a research forum to present and discuss original, rigorous and significant contributions on Artificial Intelligence-based (AI) solutions—with a strong, practical logic and, preferably, with empirical applications—developed to aid the management of organizations in multiple areas, activities, processes...
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Production RenderingSpringer, 2004
In the past, rendering systems used a range of different approaches, each compatible and able to handle certain kinds of images. However, the last few years have seen the development of practical techniques, which bring together many areas of research into stable, production ready rendering tools. Written by experienced graphics software...
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